Balsamico del Cavazzone “Gran Riserva Antiche Botti”
CATEGORY:

Balsamic dressing

INGREDIENTS:

Only cooked must from white grapes.

PRODUCTION:

Must from white grapes of our Land, cooked, fermented,
acetified and matured in wooden barrels of different kinds of
fine wood (durmast, mulberry, chestnut, juniper, cherry tree)
each of them transfers their specific aroma to the vinegar.
The barrels are arranged in decreasing order in airy loft.
Natural product free from caramel, preservatives colors or
any other artificial ingredients. This product has an ageing
process of over 25 years. It is the jewel and the pride of the
Farm. The production and ageing take place in the old
Vinegar loft of the Corte del Cavazzone, an historical Farm
on the hills 15 Kilometers (10 miles) south of Reggio Emilia.

ALLERGENS:

Gluten free.

CHARACTERISTICS: It is a complex product, with a velvet dark brown color, a
very intensive and lingering flavor, rich in fragrances from
the different woods where it is contained. The scent is
strong, well defined and persistent. Perfectly harmonious
and balanced.
EXPIRY:

This product does not expire; we give a conventional
indication of 10 years according to the law.

CONSERVATION:

Can be kept at room temperature. The bottle should always
be closed after use

CONTAINER:

in a prestigious triangle shaped bottle containing 100
milliliters of product with the silk-screen printing of the
“Belvedere”, the other jewel and symbol of Cavazzone.
Labelled in Italian, English and German, with a resin cork in
an elegant brown cylindrical carton container. Limited
edition numbered. The total weight is 495 grams.

USE:

It is very good with seasoned cheeses and dessert: on
Parmigiano Reggiano Cheese over 24 months, on Vanilla
Ice cream. Very good with strawberries, Panna Cotta
dessert. It is also an exceptional product to be tasted drop
by drop on a spoon at the end of the dinner. This vinegar is
to be used raw.
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